
Hammer…
By Dylan

“Get it off me!” Wally screamed, “Help me get it off!” Wait a second, this story is going way  
too far to start off with. Let me go back a bit.

Wally Boogerson is into myths and legends, Filliette Higgleberry is a prank master and 
these two are best friends. But one odd day, Filliette wants to try and do the ‘best prank 
ever’ on Wally, so she goes and asks Wally to come to ‘her’ house, but she actually takes 
him to an abandoned mansion in the middle of The Woods of Billy Jigsaw. “Hey Wally!” 
she yells, “wanna come to my house?”
“Yeah!” Wally exclaimed, “why wouldn’t I?”
“I don’t know.” Now, Filliette’s prank was to terrify Wally by dragging a hologram machine 
into the mansions’ master bedroom the day before. The machine was going to create 
holographic ghosts and pretending to haunt him. The machine would turn on by the click of 
a portable button that Filliette will have in her pocket.

When they arrived at the mansion, Wally looks in shock. “Y, y, y, you live here?” He asks 
as he slowly turns his head to Filliette. “Yeeaaaahhh,” Filliette says in sarcasm “why?”
“This is AWESOME” Wally replied in excitement, “I never knew this, let’s go inside!”
As they walked in, Filliette remembered where the rooms were because she examined 
each of them the day before.

She showed him the kitchen first. “Wow,” Wally bragged “how do you cook in here, it’s so 
dusty and rusty in here?”
“I don’t,” Filliette replied, “there is a third story with completely new things in it, this is the 
old owners story, and the second one.”

The next room was the bathroom. “The exact same, old, dusty and rusty.” Wally said.
“I know,” Filliette replied “there’ye all like this.”

Next she showed him the lounge room and so on. The final room was the master 
bedroom. Filliette couldn’t wait that she almost gave it away. “So this is the final room on 
the first floor,” Filliette answered.
“Well this is the dustiest room of them all,” Wally said as he examined the spider webs on 
the roof.
“There’s also another room, but it’s in the cellar, we’ve never been in there, way too scary.” 
Then she clicked the button in her pocket very slowly, because she knew the button made 
a noise if you clicked it hard and Wally would notice. When she clicked the button, the 
hologram machine didn’t turn on. Filliette was starting to give up hope that she was going 
to do the ‘best prank ever’. She tried to click the button again but a bit faster, but not too 
fast. It didn’t work. Filliette began to rapidly click the button furiously and realized it was 
jammed, but Wally was curious of what she was doing. “Filliette?” Wally asked “what are 
you doing?”
“Ooohhhhhhh,” Filliette cried.
“What’s ooohhhhhhh?” Wally asked.
“It’s not working,”
“What’s not working?”
“The prank,”



“What prank?”
“I was supposed to scare you with this hologram machine,” Filliette says to Wally as she 
shows him the machine “I had to click this button, and I did, but the button was jammed so 
it didn’t work.”
“Well how about you show me how you were going to scare me and I will pretend you 
didn’t tell me,” Wally suggested.
“That would be nice,” Filliette said with her eyes about to erupt with tears “so first you 
would need to click this button.”
“Can you click it?”
“I’ll try but it was jammed befo-” When Filliette clicked the button, she was interrupted by a 
sudden collapse of the carpet they were standing on.
“AAAAAHHHHHHHHH!” They both yelled simultaneously as they are falling through a 
pitch black hole. “AAAAAAAWWWWW!” They keep screaming the whole way down. Then 
all of a sudden, they land head first on the ground and get knocked out…

When they wake up, they both have really bad head aches and start moaning in pain. 
“Where are we?” Wally moans to Filliette.
“How should I know?” Filliette replies.
Wally gets up straight away. “Wait, you mean you don’t know where we are?”
“Yes, that’s what I just said.”
“Wasn’t this part of the prank?”
“No, and why can’t I see anything?”
“Maybe it’s because the lights aren’t turned on, nah-duuhh.”
“Oh.”
“Where is the light switch?”
“Then again, how should I know.” Then the lights turn on and they can’t see anything at 
first but then it’s all clear, they’re in an old, bloody bathroom…

“Wally,” Filliette asked “what’s that on your head, I think it’s a head crushing machine.”
“I have no idea,” Wally cried “but I don’t think it’s something good.”
“Stop, stop, it won’t come off, the more you do it the harder it becomes.” They have a look 
around and find torn away skeletons, blood everywhere and a TV high on the wall.
“Why is there a TV on the wall?” Wally questions Filliette.
“Yet again, how should I know?” Then the TV turns on and a man in a suit with a white 
mask with red circles on his cheeks appears on the TV. 
“Hello,” the mysterious man said in a raspy voice “I’m Billy Jigsaw, your worst nightmare.”
“Wait,” Filliette asked “you mean your the Billy Jigsaw?”
“Yes.” Billy answered.
“The one that used to own the house we were in?”
“Yes and I still do,” Billy said in a dark and raspy voice “you’re in the cellar.”
“Ooohhhhh, so this is the cellar,” Filliette said in surprise.
“Yes,” Billy said “and now, to save your friend, you need to find a key to take off the head 
set your friend has on his head that will command two hammers on the sides of the 
machine go at 200km an hour in 60 seconds.”
“Get it off me!” Wally screamed, “Help me get it off!”
“Does this help?” Billy said while showing an x-ray of Filliette’s mouth. He showed this 
because underneath Filliette’s top left molar, was the key to the head set Wally had on. 
“No,” Filliette said in confusion “it doesn’t help.”
“How about this,” Billy said. He clicked a button that made a pair of tweezers fall from a 
panel on the roof, to the floor. Filliette picked them up, “Do you want me to pull my tooth 
out, so I can get the key underneath my tooth?”
“Exactly…”



Filliette got really terrified. “Just do it!” Wally screamed “I’ve got twenty seconds!”
She put the tweezers in her mouth and remembered something. “Wait, this tooth is my 
wobbly tooth, I’ve been trying to pull it out for ages, and now is my chance!”
“Just do IT!” Wally shouted. Filliette pulled the tooth out and it didn’t  bleed because all the 
other times she tried to pull the tooth out, it would always bleed.
“Done,” Filliette said in happiness. She ran to Wally and tried to find the key hole and she 
did. She saved Wally with three seconds left on the clock.
“Oh my gosh,” Wally said in the happiest voice “you saved MY LIFE!”
“I’m so glad that’s done,’ Filliette said.
“Congratulations,” Billy said, as they both turned their heads to the TV “you passed my 
challenge.”
“YEAH!” they both screamed.
“I came down here to keep my identity safe,” Billy said in a normal voice “because you 
came yesterday, so I had to go somewhere, so I came here. I set a trap in the house so I  
could make sure you don’t tell anyone about the house.”
“So what are you going to do now?” Wally asked in confusion.
“I am going to brain wash you make you not remember any of this,” Billy said. He 
brainwashed them and he took them outside the mansion, then he got back to his cellar to 
live there.

When Wally and Filliette got up, Wally looks in shock. “Y, y, y, you live here?” He asks as 
he slowly turns his head to Filliette. “Yeeaaaahhh,” Filliette says in sarcasm “why?”
“This is AWESOME” Wally replied in excitement, “I never knew this, let’s go inside!”…


